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CHIII'TI.:R 1

INTRODUCTION

The following statement was made by Tonne, Popham, and Freeman

in 1965:
With typewriting being offered in one-third of the junior
high schools, with three-fourths of them starting this program
within the last ten years, and wi th almost three-fourth of the
schools reporting an increase in enrollment within the past
year, it is obvious that a prospective typewriting tea cher may

well expect to find himself in a junior high school.l
Sanborn stated:
Personal-use typewriting belongs to the ninth g rad e, either

in junior high school or in a four-year high school.

Placed

here, it not only affords the student the opportunity to acq uir e
a s ki 11, . . . but i t assures him this usable s kill through all

four years of high schoo1. 2

There is agreement among many educators that the .i unior high
school is a good level to introduce students to personal-use typewriting
But, there is still some disagreement as to how many semes t ers the

course should be taught.
Kleindle and Crank wrote,

11

Personal typewriting at the jun ior

high school level is often a one-s emester course . "

3

1
Herbert A. Tonne, Estelle L. Popham , H. Herbert Freeman, Methods of
Teaching Business Subjects, 3rd ed., (New York : Gre gg Div., McGrawHill Book Co., 1967) p . 115 .
2
Ruth Cummins Sanborn , "1111 Ninth-Graders Should Take Personal-Use
Typing," Business Education World, XLI, No . 2 (October, 1960) p. 29.
3
James N. Kleindle and Doris H. Crank, "Di alog ue Between High School
Business Students and Business Teachers," Na tional Business Education

Association Yearbook, No. 11 (1973) p . 98.

2

Tonne , Popham , and Freeman reported on a s urvey by the United
Business Association (now the National Bus ine ss Educati on Associa tion).

This survey covered almost half of the co untry' s separate junior high
schoo l s.

Of these junior high schools s urveyed, 71 percent indicated

that th ey teach two semesters of typing.

This same survey revealed

tha t 91 percent of tho se schools surveyed reported the class was
taught in the n inth grade.

1

Blackstone a nd Smith in 1955 said:
It is believed that students of any age from the sixth or
seventh gr ade upward a r e capable of learning to t ype to the
levels of performance necessary for personal us e , fo r such levels
are not hi gh . In personal-use typewriting, there are seld om any
act ual speed requirements.
. .. the point is th a t the personal-

use student need not d2velop the speed and accuracy levels needed
for vocational typing.
Have all st ud e nt s who want typing, for any purpose, take
a s e mester or two early in the secondary school--as early as

the seventh or eigh th gr ade--and make th e cours e primarily
personal typing for al l concerned .3
Howeve r, Russon and Wanous state relative t o a junior high typin g
course , "P e rson al-use typing should be s tress ed, but keybo ard mastery

and fundamen t al techni ques should be developed with th e same care and
vigor as in vo cat i onal t yping class e s. "

4

1
Tonne, Pophar.1, Freeman, Methods of Teacl·dug Business Subjects ,
p. ll5.

2

E. G. Bla ckstone and Sofron a Smith, Improvement of Instruction in
Prentice-Hall , Inc., 1955) p. 38.

Typewrit ing , 2d ed . (New Jers ey:
3
4

Ibid. p. 40.

Allien R. Russon and S. J. Wanous, Philosophy and Psychology of
Teachin g Typewriting , 2d ed. (Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Co.,
1973) p. 36.

3

St~t eme nt

of the Problem

Since the national trend of t eaching typl'writing in junlor high

school has become well established and since no specific information
exists for Utah, it seems desirable to gather specific information about

Utah.

The problem of this study, th en , is to determine the status of

junior high school typing in the state of Utah.
Specifically, this study involves surveying the junior high school
busin ess teachers who teach typewriting in the sta te of Utah.

The

survey is designed to answer these specific questions.
1.

How many semesters is t y pewri tin g taught?

2.

At what g rade levels is type writing taught?

3.

What is the average c lass size?

4.

Is the typewriting course an elective or a required s ubje c t?

5.

Wh at book(s) is used in th e class ?

6.

Are manual or electric ma chine s used?

7.

What are the typewriter br and names and what percentage of
each kind is used.

8.

Is an individualized program used?

9.

Is the typewriting class taught as personal-use, prevocational, or vocational typewriting?

10.

What are the speed and acc uracy requirements for each
semester or quarter regarding:

(a)

Alphabetic copy

(b)

Statistical copy

(c)

Other

4
11 .

What percent of each semester grade is dependent upon the
following:

12.

(a)

Alphabetic copy

(b)

Statistical copy

(c)

Techniques

(d)

Production, if any

(e)

Other

Are there comments for improving the junior high school typewriting programs?

Importance of the Study
"With junior high school typ ewriting developing so rapidly, i t is
not surprising that there is confusion about the subject matter to be
included and the best teaching methods to use."

1

Russon and Wanous state:

The establishment of passing standards as low as 10 words
a minute on the part of some schools a nd no standards at all on

the part of one-fifth of them is regrettable, as it has already
been established th at good basic skill can be gained by all junior
high school students and th at it is needed by them if they are to
make best use of the typewriter as a medium of written expression.

The trend nationally is to include typewriting in the junior high
school curriculum.

To determine whether or not the Utah junior high

schoo ls are fcllowiag th e national trend, a knowledge of their teaching

methods and standards of performance is needed.

1

It would also be

Tonne, Popham, Freeman, Methods of Teaching Business Subjec t s ,

p. 115.

2
Allien R. Russon and S. J. Wanous, Philosophy and Psychology of
Teaching Typewriting (Cincinnati: South- Western Publishing Co., 1960),
p. 4 7 .

2

jnformative to know how many semesters the course is offered and at what

grade level.
Erickson writes:

The values of any particular subject area depends on
exactly what it is and how it is taught, not on any general
virtue inherent in the subject itself.
Typewriting, properly t aught , can be as valuable and as
challenging to the learner as any other subjec t. It is also
as demanding of real teaching skill.l
Knowing the teaching practices and criteria of the responding
teachers could help a new teacher determine his own standards.

Scope of Study
This study will be limited to public junior high schools in the
sta te of Utah.

No attempt will be made to include any typewriting

course offered in any grade except those of the normal junior high
schoo l level, namely, seventh, eighth , or ni nth grade classes.

The

survey will include various areas of concern regarding the manner in

which the course is taught as well as other areas of related interest
regarding the course structure and grading standards as sta ted in the

problem statement.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study , terms were defined as follows:
1.

Alphabetical copy.

Typing copy that requires use only of

the alphabet.
2.

Composition.

thinking while typing.

Using the typewriter as a pen or pencil and
To crea t e original thoughts and put them

1
Lawrence Erickson, "In Defense of Typewriting," Business Education
Forum, Vol. 13, No. 2 (November, 1958) p. 4.

6

down on paper by means of the typewriter.
3.

Individually prescribed insL ruction.

The student i s able to

se le c t his learning materials based upon his own needs.
4.

Junior High School.

A sc hool that enrol ls students in grades

seven, eight, an d nine.
5.

Personal-use t y pewriting.

A non-vocational typewriting course,

offe red primarily as a general education class; but, is taught with
skill building goals.
6.

Programmed instruction.

Small units of instruction that

contain a s timulus and response, with immed iate reinforcement of the
co rrect r esponse .

7.

Allmvs each student t o progress at his own rate.

Production work.

Doing all the job tasks that are encountered

in business or personal typewriting, usin g the basic skills already
mastered.
8.

Statistical copy.

Typing copy that requires use of the

number and symbol keys.
9.

Techniques.

Corre ct stroking procedures and operating move-

ments wh il e at th e typewriter.
10.

Vocational typewriting.

That typewriting instruc tion which

trains the students to do business-orient e d production work, aiming for
the end of the student ' s schooling and entry into the job market.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Since World War II there has been a general increase in the
teaching of personal-use typewriting at the junior high school level.
Many studies have been done as well as comments made in books by wellknown typewriting authorities on this subject.

Nathan Krevolin, writing in the 1965 Eastern Business Teachers
Association Yearbook, indicated several reasons for the increasing

trend toward per sonal-u se typewriting on the junior high school
level:
1.

Junior high school students readily learn to type.

2.

Junior hi gh school students can successfully operate a
typewriter.

3.

Personal-use typewriting should start below the senior

high school level.
4.

There is a need in many communities to provide typewriting instruction to terminal students, pupils who

will drop out of school afte r completing grade nine.

1

Krevolin also states that one of the basic purposes of junior high
school typing programs is to correlate some of the other basic sub ject s
in the school curriculum.

Composition should be stressed in any modern

junior high school typing program.

2

Writing in the 1976 Business Education World, Ted Ivarie indicates:

1
Nathan Krevolin, " Typing Curriculum and Methodology in the Junior
High School ," Eastern Business Teachers Association Yearbook, Vol. 38
(1965) p. 114.
2

Ibid.

8
Typewriting should be taught as early as it is practical in
the schools. Elementary school is not too ea rly; and in the middle

school or junior high school, typewriting inst ruction is a must . 1
Ivarie also suggests:

Emphasis in the early stages of keyboard learning should be
on machine operation, with a gradual increase in language arts

learnings and a corresponding gradual but steady withdrawal of
skill-development activities.2
Personal-use Typewriting
Russon and Wanous state:

The personal-use typist needs to have essentially the same
command of basic techniques as the student who takes typewriting

for voca tional use.

He needs help in adapting typing sk i ll to his

personal use as mu c h as th e st udents who take the vocational co urse

need help in adapting their sk ill to job use.

If th ese principles

are kept in mind, th e typewriter can do much to raise the gene ral

level of the written work of the students.3
Personal-use typewriting students s hould have no trouble when
ent ering senior high school vocational classes, according to Russon and

Wanous.

"Personal-use typing, i f properly taught, will not hold back a

student if he later wishes to specialize in some program demanding
vocational typetv-riting skill. "

4

Type\vriting As a Communication Tool
According to Russon and Wanous:

A definite trend can be seen in the idea that eve ryon e
should learn to type aa a persona l convenience and as a

1
Ted Ivarie, "Beginning Typewriting: A Fifty-Fifty Proposition , "
Business Education World, Vol. 56, No. 4 (March-April, 1976) p. 17.
2

Ibid.

3
Russon and Wanous, Philosophy and Psychology of Teaching Typewriting, 2d ed. p. 36.
4

Ibid. p. 19.

9

tool o[ expression. The important place of conununication in
general education, plus tl1e finding that the typewriter increases

the ability to express, have combined to bring this about.l
Ivarie also suggests:
Typewriting is basically a communication activity.
Developing communication skills has been an educational goal
ever since reading and writing have been part of the curricu-

lum .

.. . much of what is taught in typewriting should con-

tribute to the general education of students.

The junior high schools and, more recently, the middle
schools have been charged with the responsibility of providing
exploratory and prevocational experiences as well as contributing
to a student ' s general education.
Beginning typewriting instructional goals should be consistent with th ese aims . 2

Clarence Maze, Jr. says that the typewriter should be used as a
means of "communication and a tool of literacy" but that there are

minimum standards of proficiency to be learned.

He points out that the

objectives of a junior high school course in typewriting will be the
same as any beginning course in typewriting, no matter what level it

is taught.

That will include developing a manipulative sk ill that

facilitates the communication process .

He reports that the minimum

level of proficiency has been suggested to be from 25 to 50 words a
minute.

He also stated that the course should be offered on a one-

semester basis.

3

Ownby and Rhea state:
The (typewriting) skill must be developed to at l east
a reasonable level if it is to be tised

1
2

effectiv~ly

in

Ibid. p. 20.
rvarie, Business Education World, p. 16.

3

clarence Maze, Jr., "Bu siness Educ ati on in the Junior High School,"

Monograph 113, South-Western Publishing Co., 1965. p. 44 .

10
written communication. Therefore, the student of personal
typewriting should be able to manipulate the machine at a fast
and accurate pace and have a thorough understanding of the
capabilities of the instrument just as is expected of the
student of vocational typewriting.l

Length of Course
Ownby and Rhea staLe:
To develop an adequate skill for effective personal use
most students require more than one semester of study. This
statement is based on the fact that with only one semester of
study many students achieve a t ypin g rate only slightly faster
than their longhand writing rate.2
Leonard J. West states that it is preferable to offer personal-use
typewriting for a one-year course.

However, he also says that it is

unwise to consider closing down the half-year or semester course as

some students have other curriculum requirements that may make the half-

year typing course the only available way of l earn in g the skill.

3

He

also states that "the case for personal typewriting is too self-evident.
Under intelligent instruction even one semes t er of typing will easily

bring most students to at least 150 strokes a minute, with additional
instruction rai sing the rate still further . "

4

Tonne et al. wrote that personal-use typewriting courses for
academic students are usually one-semester in length.

They suggest

that "the major aim is to contribute to the general education of all

1

Arnola C. Ownby and Jeanine Rhea, "Personal-Use Typewriting--A

Sound Foundation," Business Education Forum, Vol. 31, No. 4 (Janua ry,
1977) p. 15.

2
3

Ibid.
Leondard J. West, "Implications of Research for Teaching Typewriting, "

Delta Pi Epsilon Research Bulletin, No. 4, (1974) p. 10.
4

Ibid. p. 10.
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stuUenls in the sehl>o l s instead of providing specialized job training
for only

<J

few students."

Literature Related to Junior High School
According to Krevolin:
There are many personal or intrinsic values to be gained
from a personal typing course. The individual outcomes vary.

Some pupils wish to acquire a useful personal skill--a skill
of immediate value that can be transferred to the typing o f
school papers and personal letters; others hope to acquire an

employable skill; still others wish to explore , in this some2

what fragmentary manner, the world of business.

West indicates that the personal-use typing student will use the
same ski ll s as the vocational typing student and that all non-trivial

tasks share the same requirements of plan nin g and thought.

3

George S. Rhodes and Calfrey C. Calhoun suggest that because the
bus iness education teachers have been accustomed to tea chi ng typewriting
as a vocationally orient ed subject, there are approximately 100 million

students not being taught this sk ill.

They state that since most typing

s tudents use the typewriter only for personal papers th e heavy focus on
vocational typewriting needs adjusting.

4

Rhoades an d Calhoun also conc lud e that "the typewriter has evolved
from a strictly vocational tool to a widely used personal writing

1

Tonne , Popham and Freeman, Methods of Teaching Business Subjects,

p. 4.

2
Krevolin, Typing Curriculum and Methodology, p. 106.
3
Leonard J. West, Acquisition of Typewriting Skills (New York :
Pi tman Publishing Co ., 1969) p. 10.
4

George S. Rhodes and Calfrey C. Calhoun, "Typing Has Evolved--To

Personal Use," Journal of Business Education , Vol 53, No. 4 (January,

1978) p . 172 .

12

instrument.

However, typing instruction has not correspondingly shifted

business education dominance to a more appropriate general education

area."

1

They also state that "unfortunately, many students--particularly

males--today avoid t yping instruction because of its traditional linkage
to the secretarial subjects."

2

Featheringham reports in his study regarding the validity of
personal-use typewriting classes that two-thirds of the respondents to
his survey would r ecommend that students enroll for a two-semester rather
than a one- semester course .

Those responding to his survey of former

personal-use typewriting students reported having received adequate
instructions in their classes, but would have preferred having more

applications of the skills they had rather than speed and accuracy emphasis.

Featheringham recommended that all non-busi ness students should be

provided the opportunity to en r oll i n personal -use typewriting, if the
teaching and the physical facilities are avai labl e .

This study also

pointed out that the t ypewriting course would be an elective course
ra th er than a r e quired cou rs e .

"To acquire the ability to typewrite

should not only be considered a privilege, but also a necess ity for
modern communication."

3

Also, according to Featheringham 's survey, the

most popular grade for personal-use typewriting instruction was grade 12,

1
2
3

Ibid. p. 173.
Ibid . p. 173.

Richard Dale Featheringham, "Th e Validity of Personal-Use Typewriting Courses as Determined by an Analysis of the Practical Application
of This Subject over a Fifteen-Year Period." Unpublished Doctoral
Dissertation, University of North Dakota, 1965, p. 187.

13

He found that students rarely took tl1e course in the seventl1 or eightl1

grade .

1

Buehl studied 930 senior high school in the United States to determine if the students who took typewriting in the junior high school
level had difficulty when they enrolled in typewriring classes in senior
high school.

Buehl indicated in his study that the "advantages of

offe ring the subject on this particular level more than compensate for
the disadvantages of waiting to offer beginning or personal-use typewriting on the senior high school level. "

2

He also stated that the students who decide to enroll for additional
typewritin g in the senior high school for vocational reasons should be
in a special intermediate typin g class, and not made to start over

again .

Buehl summarized that in this particular study over 64 percent

of the students who enrolled in high school typing had previous typewriting training in junior high school.

The study also found that the

students with less than one year of junior high school typewriting were
generally not sufficiently proficient for success in advanced placement
classes.

3

Daren studied the status of junior high school typewriting in
Wisconsin and determined that in that state 51 percent of the schools
su rveyed taugh t junior high school t y pewriting only at grade nine; and

1
2

Ibid. p. 190.
Thomas V. Buehl, "Articulation Procedures and Policies for Junior

High School Typewriting in Selected Secondary Schools of the United
States," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of North Dakota,
1970. p. 2.

3

Ibid. p. 164.

14
57 percent offered the course for two semesters.

1

Sadler studied the effects of personal-use typewriting in junior
high school in Tennessee with regard to student placement problems in

high school typewriting classes.

This study recommended that students

who completed junior high school typewriting should be enrolled in an
intermediate typewriting class rather than in a regular beginning

typewriting class as th ese students surveyed reached high levels of
achievement in an intermediate class.

2

The general agreement among most of the studies and also the

statements of leading authorities in the field of typewriting is that
the use of the typ e writer will help the students in their general
education as well as improving all the skills of communication.

Rhodes and Calhoun state:
The case for offering typing instruction to the prehigh
school student deserves attention for a number of reasons.
Foremost, the known positive effects of typing instruction

on language ability.

Another, is the offering of the skill

at a lower point in the grade str ucture to enable its earlier
3

use by the student.

Reynolds reported, "the personal-use typist probably has the great est need for typewriting in the preparation of reports, themes, notebooks, and similar written work required in school."

4

1
Reba Fay Duren, "Status of Junior High School Level Typewriting in
the Public Schools of Nine Southeastern Wisconsin Counties with Special
Reference to Grading Practices and Standards."

~1aster

o f Science Thesis,

Wisconsin State University , 1968. p. 44.
2
sara Sue Sadler, "A Study of the Achievement Level of Students with
Junior High Typewriting Experience When Enrolled in a Senior High Intermediate Typewriting Course," Master of Science Thesis, University of

Tennessee, 1969.
3
4

Rhodes and Calhoun , Typing Has Evolved--To Personal Use, p . 173.

Helen Reynolds, Typewriting for Business and Personal Use, p. 27 .

15

Featheringham states:
Personal-use typewriting students will genernlJ y apply
their skill to the preparation of assignments for other classes
if the students are motivated to do so by other subject-matter
teachers . . . . if a student develops a typewriting skill to a
degree wher e using the typewriter becomes a time-saving device, he
is encouraged to utilize the skill in the preparation of other
assignments. I
Lessenberry cautions that

11
•••

in many personal-use classes the

emphas is is more on the use (of the machine) than on the typewriting ."

2

He goes on to point out the necessity of teaching the skill first as
"introduc tion of typewriting problems 11 too early may set blocks to

learning that delay or entirely defeat the growth of a typewriting skill.
If a typewriting course fails to give atten tion to building the right
techniques, it will limit the growth of the typis t.

If the course is

for one-semester, the teacher must determine th e amount of time to

build the basic skills .

3

Ownby and Rhea suggest:
Personal-use typewriting has been in vogue since the 1930 ' s,
but, in many instances tea chers have required a lower level of
performance for these students t han for those taking a vocation-

ally oriented class.

The practice of requiring lower standards in

the personal-use course may have developed because these students
are accountable only to themselves after completing the course.

They are not faced with th e cha llen ge of pleasing an employer or
trying to keep a job. Therefore, basic skill - building efforts to
develop correct techniques a nd good speed with accuracy have i n
many cases been ne glec ted.4

- - - - -- - - 1
2

Featherin gham, Validity of Personal-Use Typewriting, p. 191.
D. D. Lessenberry,

11

Basi c Skill for Better Personal Typewriting,"

Business Education Forum, Vol. 10, No. 2 (November, 1955) p . 11.
3
4

rbid. p. 11.

awnby and Rhea, Personal-Use Typewriting--A Sound Foundation, p. 15.
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Robert Hoskinson states in tlte 1978

Nation~ !

Busi ness Education

Association Yearbook:

Standards for beginning typewriting should be the same for
both the students who are taking i t for personal-use skills and
those who plan to continue typewriting for vocational purposes .
Curriculum designers who provide separate personal-use typewriting courses as an extracurricula r activity on a pass-fail

basis are generally not doing students a favor. 1

Lockwood wrote in 1961, "On e nee ds typewriting to get through life.
The higher the position and the more valuable one's cont ribution to society, the more important it is that this tool be placed in a person's
hands . "

2

There seems to be a general agreement among the author ities that
typewriting courses should begin earlier than the senior high school

level.

Typing should also be taught as a personal-use co urs e rather

than a vocationally-o ri ented subject in the junior high schoo ls .
The tre nd of rapid communication in t oday 's wor ld makes it ne cessa ry
for the majority of students to learn typewriting at an earlier age than

was once thought possible.

There seems to be no doubt that typewriting

has been moved down into the junior high school level, whereas it was
once considered a vocational course to be offered the last two years of

high school and it gene rally only included students who planned a career
in the business world.

1
Robert E. Hoskinson, "Evaluating Instructional Objectives in Typewriting, National Business Education Association Yearbook, No. 16 (1978)
p. 200 .
2
Tool? "

Bonnie A. Lockwood, "Typew riting: An Elective Skill or Educational
Business Education Forum, Vol. 16, No. 2, (November, 1961) p. 19 .
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The authorities also seem to be in agreement that the same skills
are necessary when learning to typewrite, whether the co urse is offered

in the lower grades or in senior high school and that care and emphasis
should be placed on the teaching of these skills.

Emphasis on compo-

sition and using the typewriter as a medium of expression was placed

high on the list of priorities in a junior high school typewriting
class.
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CH/\PTF.R I Tl
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This s tudy was undertaken to determine the status of junior high
schoo l t ypewrit i n g programs in the s t ate o f Utah.

The methods and

proced ur es used in this study have been ca tegorized as follows:
1.

Research Procedures

2.

Se lect ed Group and Survey Instrument

3.

Pilot Test of Quest i onnaire

4.

Distribution and Retrieval of the Questionna ire

5.

Tabula tion and Analysis of Data

6.

Limitations

7.

Summary

Research Procedu r es
Areas of typewriting that were considered when researching material
for this s tudy incl uded metholology, typing curriculum, philosophy and
problems in t eaching t ypewri ting , and improvement of instruction for
typewriting teachers.

Resources used were:

Business Education Index,

Education Index, Dissertation Abstracts, Masters Abstracts, National
Bus iness

Educatio~

Association Yearbooks, and the Eastern Business

Teachers Association Yearbooks.

A review of the literature between

1955 and 1978 indicates that a similar study has not been done for the
state of Utah.
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Selected Group and Survey Instrument

The survey method was used to obtain da ta for thi s s tudy.

A

questionnaire was sen t to the junio r high school business t eachers in

the state o( Utah.

The survey contained questions dir ec tly related to

this st udy as stated in the Statement of Purpose sec tion .

The question-

naire was designed for quick response in a check-list manner, as we l l

as blank spaces to be filled in as needed.
additional i n formation not listed .
shown in Appendix I.

Space was provided for

A copy of th e questionnaire is

The questionnaire items were based upon the objec-

tives of t his st udy .
Pilot Tes t of Questionnaire
A pilot s tudy was condu cted to determine i f the questionnaire was
readable and easy to unders t and and answe r.

Five juni o r high school

t ypew r itin g t eachers in the Webe r County School District were as ked to
respond to t he questionnaire and indicate any are a of the survey that

would be inapp r opr i ate for junio r high school typing t eac hers.
five teachers were in th e fo llowing schools:

The

Roy Juni or High Scho ol,

Roy, Utah; Wahlquist Juni or High School, Ogden, Utah; South Ogden
Junior Hi gh School, South Ogden, Utah; Valley Junior High School,
Huntsville, Utah; Sand Ridge Junior High School, Roy, Utah .
schools were chosen because cf their close proximity.

These

Teachers in

these five schools were asked to offer suggestions and improvements to
the questionnaire, as well as to make comments regardin g the applica-

bi lit y of the que stions asked on the su r vey.

All pilot group teachers

indicated the questionnaire was c lear, con c ise, and elicited the
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required information.

No suggestions for c lliln ges were made as a result

of the pilot study.
Distribution and Retrieval of the Questionnaire
The questionnaire along with a cover letter and a stamped se lfaddressed envelope (see Appendix II, page 80) was sent to 73 teachers
in junior high schools in the state of Utah, February 1, 1977.

These

teachers were listed in the 1976-77 copy of the Directory of Utah
Business and Office Education Personnel.

A retrieval date of 15 days

was set for teachers in the participating schools.

A total of 43

responses was received by that date.

A follow-up letter was sent to 36 non-respondents.

This follow-up

letter was sent on February 15, 1977 (see Appendix III, page 81).

A

deadline of March l, 1977, was set as the desired deadline for these
follow-up letters to be returned.
had been returned.

On that date ten additional s urveys

That number and the five originally sen t to the

Weber County teachers gave a 68 percent ret urn on the survey.

A second

follow-up letter was sent to t he 17 non-responding teachers on March 13,

1977 (see Appendix IV, page 82).

This same letter was also sent to two

teachers whose names were provided in response to the first two letters.

Two teachers had responded that they did not teach typewriting anymore,
and gave the names of the teachers who had replaced them.
the two teachers who were sent surveys at this time.

These were

This made a total

of 80 questionnaires sent, and the return by March 30, 1977, was 70
surveys (87 . 5 percent).
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Tabulation and Analysis of Data
Data gathered from the questionnaires were tabulated man ually on
tally sheets.

Each questionnaire item was a nal yzed separa tely by

recordin g the tot al number of responses and then ca l cula tin g the
percentage of th e responses.
Limitations

A major limitation to this study i s the degree of accuracy of the
responding teachers.

Four teachers r emoved the second sheet from the

survey and only returned the first page .

Nine res pondin g t eachers

removed th e cover lett er from their su rvey and did not indica t e a return
address .

However , each of the su r veys that was ret urn ed in this

manner bor e a Sa lt Lake City postmark on the envelope.

To a void

duplicating thes e nine teachers, the th i rd mailing excluded any

a ddresses from the Salt Lake City area.

However, in the second mailing

of the surveys , there is a possibility th at a duplication of one of
th ese schools occurred .

The two names added to t he list were not

duplications as the original teachers who responded with tho se names
indicated they did not teach typewriting , and thu s are not included in
the sur vey .

Of the 70 teachers who did respond to th e survey, nin e

teachers do not teach typewriting.

Thus, 61 us ab l e r esponses were

received.

Summa r y
The names of the teachers at the junior high schools in the state of
Utah '"ere obtain ed from the 1976-77 copy of the Directory of Utah
Business and Office Education Personnel .
naire , the evaluative data were obtained.

By us e of a mailed question-
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A pilot study was conducted for r elevancy and correctness of the
questionnaire .

The data for the sluuy wc•r<' tabul ated m;mually and eac h

questionnaire item was analyzed by tile total. number of r es pon ses and a

percentage analysis was r eached.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

The data were gathered utilizing a questionnaire especially
ueslgned and administered for this study .

The findings have been

arranged into the following areas for ease in r eading:
1.

The number of questionnaires that were re turned.

2.

How many semesters typewriting is taught.

3.

The grad e levels typ ewr itin g is t a ught.

4.

The size of the average typewriting class.

5.

Whether typewriting is a required or an e lective class.

6.

The books that a re used in typewriting cl as ses .

7.

The types of machines used and the brand names of th e machines.

8.

Whether the typewriting class is taught as an individualized
or st ructu red class .

9.
10.

11.

The manner in which the typewriting classes are taught.
The speed and accu r acy requirement s by semester regarding:
(a)

Alphabeti ca l copy

(b)

Statistical copy

(c)

Oth er

The percent of the grade by semes ter that is dependent upon
the following:
(a)

Alphabetical copy

(b)

Statistical copy

(c)

Techniques

24

12.

(d)

Production, if an y

(e)

Other

Comments for improving the junior high school typewriting
programs .

13.

Summary of the findings.

The Number of Questionnaires Returned
Of the 80 junior high school typewriting teachers contacted, a total
of 70 (87.5 pe r cent) responded.

Nine teachers (11.25 percent) indicated

they did not teach typewriting.

Responses f rom 61 tea che rs (76.25 per-

cent) were used to determine the findings of this study.
The Number of Semesters Typewriting is Offered
Of the 61 teachers responding to the survey, the data in Table 1
indicate two semesters of typ ewriting are offe red by 42 schools in the
state of Utah (68.9 percent).

One semester of t ypewr iting is offered

by eight schools (13.1 percent).

Six schools (9.8 percent) offer the

course for four semesters.

The Grade Level Typewriting is Offered
Typewriting is offered in the eighth and ninth gr ades by over onehalf of the schools (54 . 1 percent).

The course is offered in only the

ninth grade by 15 schools (24.6 percent).

Five schools (8.2 percent)

in Utah offer the course in all three grades, the seventh, eighth, and
ninth.

Four schools (6.5 percent) offer the course in both the seventh

and eighth grades; and three schools (4.9 percent) list the course as an
eighth grade only class .

The data are shown in Table 2 .
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TABLE 1
NUMBER OF SEMESTERS OF TYPEWRITING FOR ELECTIVE AND REQUIRED CLASSES
OFFERED IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE STATE OF UTAH

Responses

No . of Semeste r s

Required
Classes

Elective
Classes

Total

Percent

36

42

68 . 9

One Semester

5

8

13.1

Three Semesters

6

6

9.8

3

4 .9

Two Semesters

6

Four Semesters

1

Other*

1

1

10

51

To t al
*Other:

3. 3
100.0

61

The required school listed six semesters; and th e elective
sc hool listed 12 quarters

TABLE 2
GRADE LEVEL TYP EIVRITI NG IS OFFERED IN UTAH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Res:eonses

Grad e Level

Required
Classes

Elective
Classes

Total

Percent

Eighth and Ninth

26

33

54 . 1

Ninth

15

15

24.6

5

5

8. 2

Seventh and Eigh th

4

4

6. 6

Eighth

4

4

6.6

1

1.6

61

100.0

Sevent h, Eighth and

Ninth

Sixth and Eighth
Total

1
10

51
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The Average Class Size
The most frequently

list~d

12 teachers (19.7 percent).

clRss size was 40 studen ts as reported by

Eleven teachers (18.0 percent) reported

an average of 35 students, and nine teache r s (14.7 percent) ave rage
30 students per class .

Two teachers (3.3 percent) indi cate d an average

of 45 students; and two other teachers (3.3 percent) ave rage 50 students
for each class.

The data are shown in Table 3 .

TABLE 3
AVERAGE CLASS SIZE OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TYPEWRITING
CLASSES IN THE STATE OF UTAH

Res o ns es
Cl ass Size

Req uired

El ec tive

Classes

Classes

1

4

5

8. 2

8

10

16 . 4

4

6.6

23 - 26
27 - 30

Total

Percent

31 - 34

l

35 - 38

2

14

16

26.2

39 - 42

4

15

19

31.1

5

5

8.2

43 - 46
47 - 50
Tot al

3.3
10

51

61

100.0

Required or Elec tive Class
Typewritin g is offered as an elective class in the junior high
schools in Utah as reported by 51 responding tea cher s (83.6 percent).
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I t is a required course in eight schools (13.1 percent).

Two teachers

(3. 3 percent) report that the course is a required subject in the e i gh th
grade and an elective subject in the ninth grade.

The data are s hown in

Table 4 .

TABLE 4
REQUIRED OR ELECTIVE TYPEWRITING CLASSES

Responses

Course Offering
Number

Total

Elective

51

51

83.6

Required

8

8

13 .1

Percent

Both*

3. 3

Total

61

61

100.0

*Each teacher reported that one semes ter is required in the eighth
g rade and one semester is offered as an elective in the ninth gra de.

The Typewriting Books Used
Personal Typewriting for Junior High Schools, 3rd edition,
published by South- Western Publishing Company is the most widely used
book as r eported by 30 of the responding teachers (49.2 percent) .
Thir t een teachers (21.3 percent) responded that they use the comp l e te
edition of Century 21, published by South-Western Publishing Company.
Nine teachers (14.8 percent) use the Cycle 1 of Cent ury 21; and eight
teachers 13.1 percent) use the 20th Century, 9th ed ition book, also
published by South-Western Publ ishing Company.

Six teache rs (9.8 percent)

use Personal Typewriting for Junior High Schools, 2nd edition, published
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by South- Western Publishing Company .

Six teachers (9.8 percent) use

Personal Typing for Junior High, 2nd edition, published by HcGraw-Hill
Book Company.

Two teachers (3.3 percent) reported using Typing 300,

Vol. 1, also published by McGraw-Hill Book Company.

These data are

shmm in Table 5.

TABLE 5
BOOKS USED IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TYPEWRITING
CLASSES IN THE STATE OF UTAH

Books Used

Required
Classes

Personal Typewriting for Jr. High,
Jrd ed., Southwestern Pub. Co.

4

Century 21, (complete)
South-Western Publishing Co.

3

Century 21, Cycle 1,
South-Western Publishing Co .
20th Century, 9th ed.
South-Western Publishing Co.
Personal Typewriting for Jr. High,
2nd ed., South-\o/estern Pub. Co.

3

Personal Typing for Jr. High,
2nd ed., McGraw-Hill Book Co.

1

Typing 300, Vol.
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

1

Century 21, Cycle 2,
South - Western Publishing Co.

Personal and Professional Typing
South-Western Publishing Co.

l

Other**

2

~tTotal;

**Other:

Totals vary because teachers used more than one book in th e
class. Percentages were not used because of this variance.

Teachers listed various books, drill books, and other material
as part of their teaching materials.
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Types of Machines Used and Brand Names o[ Nachines
Forty-two junior high school tenchers (68.9 percent) report that
manual machines are used in their typewriti ng classes, while 16 responding

teachers (26 . 2 percent) report they have both electric and manual machines
in their classes.
in their room.

Three teachers (4.9 percent) have all electric machines

These data are shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS HAVING ~!ANUAL OR ELECTRIC
IN THE TYPEWRITING CLASS

~IACHINES

Res onses
Type of Nachine

Required
Classes
8

Manual
Combination -

Electric/Manual
Electric
Total

10

Elective
Classes

Total

Percent

34

42

68.9

14

16

26.2

3

3

4. 9

51

61

100.0

Twenty-one teachers (34.4 percent) report having two brands of
manual machines in their classroom.

One brand of manual machine is in

the classroom of 20 r esponding teachers (32.8 percent).

One teacher

(1 . 6 percent) reported using manual machines but did not list the brand
of machine that was used.

The teachers who have a combination of both

electric and manual machines report that five teachers (8.2 percent)
have only one brand of machine in the r oom.

Five teachers (8.2 percent)

have two brands of machines; and five teachers (8.2 percent) use three
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brands of machines in their class room.

One teacher (1. 6 percent) has

tour brands of machines .1nd hath manual and electrics.

The three teachers

who have all electric machines in their classroom report as follows:
two teachers (3.3 percent) have only one brand of electric machine; and
one teacher (1.6 percent) has two different types of elec tric machines
in the room.

Table 7 shows these data.

TABLE 7
NUMBER OF BRANDS OF TYPEWRITERS IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
IN THE STATE OF UTAH

Number of Brands of
Typewriters

Res onses
Elective

Required
Classes

Classes

1

20

21

34.4

Brands

13

20

32.8

No Brand Listed

1

1

1.6

5

5

8.2

5

8.2

5

8. 2

Tota l

Percent

Hanual
One Brand
Th'O

Combination

Electric/Hanual
One Brand
Two Brands

2

Three Brande

5

Four Brands

1

1.6

Electric
One Brand

2

3.3

Two Brands

l

1.6

61

100.0*

Total

10

*Percentage rounded to nearest number

51
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The Olympia manual typewriter is used by 32 schools (52.5 percent)
and is used as a secondary brand of machine in nine other schools (14.8
percent).

The Adler manual machine is used by 14 schools (22.9 percent)

and is a secondary brand of machine in seven other schools (11.5 percent).
Royal manual typewriters are used in nine schools (14.8 percent) and is
a secondary machine in 12 other schools (19. 7 percent).

Remington

manual machines are used by only one school (1.6 percent) and the Facit
brand of typewriter is used as a secon dary machine by one school (1.6
percent).
The Olympia electric typewriter is used by two schools as th e
primary machine in the room (3.3 percent) and is used as a secondary
machine by five other schools (8.2 percent) .

The IBM Selectric machine

is a primary machine in one school (1.6 percent) and is used as a
secondary machine by seven other schools (11.5 percent).

Royal electric

typewriters are used as secondary machines by two schools (3.5 percent)
and the Adler electric machine is a secondary machine for two schools

(3.3 percent).

The IBM machine is used as a primary machine for one

school (1.6 percent) and the SCM electric typewriter is a secondary
machine in one school (1.6 percent).

Table 8 shows the data for these

brands of typewriters.
Individualized Programs
Individualized Prog rams are not used by 39 (63.9 percent) of the
61 responding teachers.

Seven teachers (11 . 5 percent) indicated they

use Individualized Instructional Packets.

Seven teachers (11.5 per cent)

indicated they use a combination of gro up instruction and some
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TABLE 8
THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY BRANDS OF TYPEWRITERS USED BY THE
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE STATE OF UTAH

Res onses

Brand of Hachine

Primary
Machine•'(

Secondary
Machine**

Total Schools
Using Brand•'**

Olympia

32

9

41

Adler

14

Manual

21

Royal

12

Fa cit

1

Remington

None Listed

21
l

l
1

l

l

8

Electric

Olympia
IBM Selectric
Royal

2

2

1

l

Adl er
SCM
IBM

l

l

*Con si dered th e primary ma chine as there were more in the room .
''n':Considered th e secondary machine as only a few wer e in the room .
***Totals vary as there are more th an one brand of machine in some of

the schools.
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individualized instructi on for ei the r fast or slow students.

Five

teachers (8.2 percent) said they us e a Programmed Instruction Program .
These data are shown in Table 9.

TABLE 9
INDIVIDUALIZED OR PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION PACKETS USED IN THE JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL TYPEWRITING PROGRAMS IN THE STATE OF UTAH

Responses

Type of Program

Required
Classes

No Program Used
Individualized
Instruction
Combination of Group and

Individualized Instr.

Elective
Classes

Total

5

34

39

1

6

11.5

1

6

11.5

3

Programmed Instruction

No Response
Total

Per cent

63.9

8.2

5

4.9

1
10

51

61

100.0

Type of Instruction
Typewriting is taught as a personal-use course by 27 of the
responding teachers (44.3 percent).

A combination of personal-use and

pre-vocational is the way 23 teachers (37. 7 percent) teach the course.
Three teachers (4.9 percent) teach the class as a combination of prevocational and vocational work.

Two teachers (3 . 3 percent) present

their class as a pre-vocational course; while another two teachers

(3.3 percent) combine the course into all three types of instruction.
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One teacher (1. 6 percent) teaches the course as a combination of

personal-use and vocational work; while anot her teacher (1.6 percent)
teaches only the basics in the class.

Table 10 gives the data for these

classes .

TABLE 10
TYPE OF INSTRUCTION OFFERED

Type of
Instruction

Personal-use
Personal-use and

Vocational

R~equired

Responses
Elective

Classes

Classes

5

22

27

44 .3

4

19

23

37.7

3

3

4.9

2

2

3 .3

2

2

3.3

1

1

1.6

1

1.6

2

2

3.3

51

61

100.0

Pre-vocational and

Vocational
Pre-vocational

Combination -

All Three
Personal-use and
Vocational

Other (Basics)
No Answer

Total

10

Total

Percent

Speed Requirements, Alphabetic Copy, First Semester
During the first semester of typewriting, speed on a five-minute

timed writing on alphabetic copy material is not considered by 50
responding teachers (81.9 percent).

Eleven teachers (18.0 percent)
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lndi.cdted thei.r gra ding standard s for LIJ(' /\, B, and C gra des.

The ten

teilchers (16.4 percent) who teach Lypewriting as a required course do
not use o five-minute timed writing on alphabetic copy material during

the first semester of typewritin g .

Table 11 shows these data concerning

the speed requirements on a five-minute timed writing of alphabetical
material during the first semester.

TABLE 11
GRADING STANDARDS FOR AN A, B, AND C GRADE FOR SPEED ON
ALPHABETICAL COPY MATERIAL FOR FIVE-HINUTES
DURING THE FIRST SEMESTER

Words- per-minute

Responses
A

B

10 - 14

c
1

15 - 19

1

20 - 24

3

25 - 29

3

4

30 - 34

5

1

35 - 39

4

1

40 - 44

1

1

11

11

45 - 49
Total

11

During the first semester of type,;riting, 31 teachers (50. 8 percent)
indicated they grade the speed of their students on a thr ee-minut e
timed writing on alphabetic copy material.

Three teachers (4.9 percent)
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who t each a requi red typewriting class did not indicate gr ading on a
three- minute timed writing on alphabetical copy material ; and 27 t each ers
from the elective class group (44.3 percent) also do no t grade on this
material.

One elective teacher (1.6 percent) ind icated the speed range

of 25 to 60 word s per minute gained an A grade for th e s tud ent .
data are shown on Table 12.

These

Not included in this table i s one tea che r

who r epor ted usin g a two-minute timed writing with 40 words per minute

fo r an A grade; 30 to 39 words per min ut e fo r a B grade and 20 to 29
words per minute for the C grade.

TABLE 12
GRADING STANDARDS ON A THREE-MINUTE TIMED \iRITING OF ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURING THE FIRST SEMESTER

Words - per-minute

Responses

A

B

1

6 - 9
10 - 14
15 - 19

l

6

1

20 - 24

10

25 - 29

30 -

c

~

9

35 - 39

6

11

10

ll

2

31

31

40 - 44
Total

31
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During the first semester o[ typewriting, 40 responding teachers

(65.6 percent) indicated they did not grade on speed for a one-minute
timed writing on alphabetical copy material.

The d3ta in Table 13 give

the speed requirements of the remaining 20 teachers (32.8 percent).
Seven teachers (11.5 percent) of the required typewriting class group
do not use a one-minute timed writing on alphabetical copy material as

a grading standard.

One elective class teacher (1.6 percent) indicated

that the speed of 25 to 100 words per minute, depending upon the student,
would qualify that student for either an A, B, or C lett er grade.

This

teacher is not included in th e table, thus the teachers used in Table

13 number 20 respondents.
Speed Requirements, Alphabetical Copy, Second Semester
During the second semester of typewriting over on e-half of the junior

high school teachers (57.4 percent) indicated th ey do not use speed on
a five-minute timed writing on alphab et i cal copy material as a grading

criterion .

One teacher (1.6 percent) of the remaining 26 teachers

listed self-improvement as the grading criteria for all three letter
grades and will not be included in the table showing the grading
standards.

Thus 25 teachers indicated their grading criteria for a

five-minute timed writing of alphabetical copy material during the
second semester of typewriting.

These data are shown in Table 14.

During the second semester of typewriting, 43 teachers (70.4
percent) do not give a three-minute timed writing on alphabetical copy
material.

Of the remaining 18 teachers (29 . 5 percent) who do use a

timed writing, one teacher indicated it was only for two-minutes and

listed 40 words per minute for an A grade, 32 words per minute for a
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TABLE 13
GRADING STANDARDS ON A ONE-MINUTE TillED WRITING OF ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURING THE FIRST SEMESTER

Words-per-minute

Responses

A

B

10 - 14

c
2

15 - 19

1

20 - 24

4
5

25 - 29

2

30 - 34

4

5

35 - 39

1

40 - 44

3

45 - 49

5

so -

3

2

54
2

55 - 59
60 - 64
65 - 69
70 - 74
75+
Total

3
20

20

20

39
TABLE 14
GRADING STANDARDS ON A FIVE-HINUTE TIMED WRITING OF ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURING THE SECOND SEMESTER

Words-per-minute

ResE:onses

A

B

c

3

6

4

9

20 - 24
25 - 29
30 - 34

2

35 - 39

4

40 - 44

6

6

45 - ;,g

5

4

50 - 54

1

1

55 - 59
60 - 64
Total

25

25

B grade, and 24 words per minute for a C grade .

25

The grading standards

of the remaining 17 teachers (27.9 percent) are shown in Table 15.
During the second semester of typewriting, eight teachers (13.1
percent) reported their speed requirements for a one-minute timed

writing of alphabetical copy material.

No teacher teaching a required

typewritin g class resp onded to this question.

Forty-three elective

class teachers (70.5 percent) did not fill in this section.

The speed

requirements of the eight elective class teachers are shown in Table 16.
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TABLE 15
GRADING STANDARDS ON A THREE-MINUTE TIMED 1·1\UTING OF ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURING THE SECOND SEMESTER

\Vords-per-minut e

A

Respon ses
B

10 - 14

c
1

15 - 19

1

20 - 24

2

6

25 - 29

1

4

6

3

30 - 34
35 - 39

4

40 - 44
45 - 49

4

2

50 - 54

1

55 - 59

1

60 - 64
Total

17

17

17
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TABLE 16
GRADING STANDARDS ON A ONE-HINUTE TIMED WRITING OF ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURING THE SECOND SEMESTER

Words-per-minute

Responses

A

B

c

20 - 24

1

25 - 29

l

30 - 34
35 - 39

1

40 - 44
45 - 49

1

1

l

1

3
2

50 - 54
55 - 59

1

1

8

8

60 - 64
65 - 69

2

70 - 74

1

Total

8
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Speed Requirements, Alphabetical Copy, Third Semester
During the third semester of typewritl11g only four teachers

(6. 6 percent) responded to the section regarding their spe ed requirements on a five -minu te timed writing of alphabetical copy material .

One

teacher listed 30 to 39 words for an A, another said 40 to 49 words
per minute for an A and the remaining two teachers listed 50 to 59
words per minute for the A grade.

The letter grade of B was given by

one teacher for 20 to 29 words per minute, while the other three said
40 to 49 words per minute.

A C grade is given by the fi rst teacher for

any speed less than 24 ,;ords per minute, one list ed 30 to 39 words
per minute and the remaining two teachers listed 40 to 49 words per
minute for a C grade.
During the third semester of typewriting only two teachers listed
their speed requirements on a three-minute timed writing of alphabetical

copy material .

One teacher listed

30 to 39 words per minute and the

other said 50 to 59 words per minute for the A grade.

One teacher

listed 30 to 39 words per minute for the B grade, but the other said
40 to 49 words per minute.

A C grade was lis ted at 20 to 29 words per

minute by one teacher and 30 to 39 words per minute by the second
teacher.

None of the 61 responding teachers listed a speed reGuirement for
a one-minute timed writing of alphabetical copy mate ri al during the
third semester of typewriting .
Speed Requirements, Alphabetical Copy, Fourth Semester
During the fourth semester of typewriting, only one teacher

responded to the section on a five-minute timed writing of alphabet ical
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copy material.

This one teacher listed 30 to 39 words per minute for an

A grade; 20 to 29 words per minute for a B grade; and 20 to 29 words
per minute for the C grade.
A three-minute timed writing on alphabetical copy material was
listed by only one teacher.

A speed of 30 to 39 wo rds

p~r

minute for

an A grade; 30 to 39 words per minute was the B grade ; and 20 to 29
words pe r minute was the C grade.
None of the 61 responding teachers listed a speed requirement for
a one-minute timed writing of alphabetical copy material during the
fourth semester of typ e writin g .

Accuracy Requiremen ts, Alphabetical Copy , Firs t Semester

During the first se mest e r 49 of the 61 responding teachers (80.3
percent) did not list any accuracy requirements for a five -minut e timed
\vriting on alphabetical copy material.

Two of the remaining teachers

(3. 3 percent) responded that the er ror allowance was 0 - 7 for an A

grade , 8 to 14 errors for a B grade, and 15 to 21 errors for a C grad e .
The data in Table 17 show the error allowance of the remaining teachers.
During the first semester 35 responding teachers (57.4 percent)
did not list the accuracy requir ements for a three-minute timed writing

on alphabetical copy material.

One teacher (1 .6 percent) listed 90

percent fo r an A grade, 80 to 89 percent for a B
percent for a C grade.

gr~ d e,

and 68 - 79

The data in Table 18 s how the error allowance

of the remaining 25 teachers (41.0 percent).
A grading criteria on a one-minute timed wr iting of alphabetical

copy material was not given by 48 responding teachers (78.7 percent).
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TABLE 17
ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS ON A FIVE-MINUTE TIMED WRITING ON ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURING THE FIRST SEMESTER

Error Allowance

Responses
A

B

c

0

-

1

2

2

2

-

3

2

2

4

-

5

6

-

8

-

2

4

2

2

2*

10

Total

10

10

10

TABLE 18
ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS ON A THREE-MINUTE TIMED WRITING ON ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURING THE FIRST SEMESTER

Error Allowance

Responses

A

B

c

0 - 1

4

4

4

2 - 3

9

6

6

4 -

6

4

6 -

5

9

5

8 - 9

1

1

3

1

4

10 - 11

12
Total

1

25

25

25
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Thirteen teachers (21.3 percent) did respond to this section.

These

data are presented in Table L9.

TABLE 19
ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS ON A ONE-MINUTE TIMED WRITING OF ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURING THE FIRST SEMESTER

Error Allowance

Responses
A

B

0 - 1

6

4

2 -

5

c

6

4 - 5

6 -

Total

13

13

13

Accuracy Requirements, Al phab e tical Copy, Second Semester

During the second semester of typ ewriting, 39 teachers (63.9
per cent) did not respond to an accuracy requirement for a five - minute

timed writing of alphabetical copy material.

One teacher (1.6 percent)

who did respond listed 90 percent acc uracy for an A grade; 80 to 89
percent for a B grade; and 68 to 79 percent fo r a C grade.

The data

showing the error allowance of th e remaining 21 teAchers (34 . 4 percent)
are in Table 20.
A three-minute alphabetical copy accur acy rate was answered by
14 teachers (23.0 percent).

There were 47 teachers (77 . 0 percent) who

did not list their error allowance .

These data are shown in Table 21 .
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TARLE 20
ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS FOR A FIVE-MINUTE TIMED WRITTNG OF ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURIN<: TilE SECOND SEMESTER

Error Allmvance

ResEonses

A

B

c

1 -

4

5

5

3 - 4

8

5 - 6

6

5

7 - 8

1

1

9 - 10

2

2

10 - l l
Total

5
5

21

21

21

TABLE 21
ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS ON A THREE-MINUTE THIED WRITING OF ALPHABETICAL
COPY MATERIAL DURING THE SECOND SEMESTER

Error Allowance

Responses

A

B

c

0 - 1

4

4

5

2 - 3

6

3

1

4 -

2

6 -

4

2

8 - 9

Total

4

14

14

14

47

During the second semester, 56 teachers (91. 8 percent) did not
respond to the accuracy requirements on a one-minute timed writing on

alphabetical mat erial .

Four teachers (6 . 6 percent) who did respond

listed the error allowance of 0 to l error for an A grade , 1 to 3
errors for a B grade, and l to 5 errors for a C grade .
One teacher (1.6 percent) indicated a two-minute writ i ng was used
at this point and said error allmvance for a ll three grades was five
errors.

Accuracy Requirements, Alphabetical Copy, Third Semester
During the third semester of typewriting, 57 responding teachers
(93.4 percent) did not list an accuracy requirement for the fiveminute timed writing of alphabetical copy material.

teachers (6.6 percent) who did respond.

There were four

These t eachers listed 2 to 9

errors for an A grade, 5 to 10 e rrors for a B grade, and 5 to 15 erro rs

for a C grade.
Four tea chers (6.6 percent) also responded to the accuracy
requirements for a three-minute time d writing on alphabetical copy

material.

Fifty-seven teachers (93.4 percent) did not respond to the

question .

These four teachers listed 3 to 6 errors for an A grade,

3 to 6 errors for a B grade, and 3 to 8 errors fo r a C grade.
None of the 61 responding teachers filled in the area of oneminute accuracy standard for the third semester of typewriting.
Accuracy Requirements , Alphabetical Copy , Fourth Semester
Durin g the fourth semester of typewriting only one teacher (1 . 6
percent) filled in the area of accuracy requi r emen t s for a five - minu t e
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timed writing on nlphabeticn ] co py m:Jterial.

Tl1 is trR<·I1e r li sted 0 to

errors for nn A grade, 6 to 7 errors for a R grade,

i lll< l

8 to 9 errors

for a C grade.
A three -minute timed writing accuracy allowance was filled in by

thr ee teachers (4.9 percent).

In all three cases, the error a llowance

for all three grades was three errors.
None of th e 61 re s ponding teachers filled in the area of on e-minut e
accuracy standard for the fourth semes ter.

Speed Requirements, Statistical Copy, First Semester

Durin g the fi.rs t semester of typewriting , 56 t eache r s (91.8 percent)
do not g r ade on a five-minute timed writing on s t a tistical copy material .

Four teachers (6.6 perc e nt) who do grade sta t istica l copy mater i al on
a five-minute writing in th e first semester list 15 to 30 words per

minute for an A grade , 10 to 29 words per min ut e for a B grade , and 9
to 21 words per minute for a C grade.
During the first semes t er of typwriting, 58 of the 61 responding
teachers (95.1 percent) do not grade on a three-minute timed writing
on statistical copy material.

Only three teachers who do gr ade on this

material list the A grade from 23 to 35 words per minute .

The B grade

was listed as 20 to 30 words per minute , a nd th e C grade wa s listed
at 13 to 25 words per minut e .
The speed requirements on a one-minut e timed writing on s tatistical

copy material was answe r ed by th r ee responding teachers (4.9 percent).
Fifty- ei ght teach ers (95 . 1 percent) did not fill in this area.

The

range of 30 to 40 words per minute was given as the B grade, an d 16 to 30
words per minute was given for the C grade .
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Speed Requirements , Statistical Copy, Second Semeste r
During the second semester of typewriting, 56 r espondin g teachers

(91.8 percent) do not grade on a five-minute timed writing on statistical
copy material.

Five teachers (8.2 percent) listed their speed requir e-

ments as follows :

20 to 35 words per minute for an A gra de, 16 to 30

'"ords per min ut e for a B grade, and 12 to 25 words per minute for a C
grad e.
A three-minute timed writing on statistical copy material is graded
by five teachers (8.2 percent) during the second semester of typewriting.

Fixty-six respondin g teachers (91.8 percent) did not fi ll in

this area .

The five t eachers listed 20 to 50 words per minute for an

A grade , 18 to 40 words per minute for a B grade , and 14 to 35 words per
minute for a C grade.
During the second semester of typewriting, only three t eachers

(4.9 percent) grade on a one- minute timed writing on stat istica l copy
material .

Fif t y- e i ght teachers (95.1 percen t) did not fill in thi s

On e of th e three teachers listed 24 words per minute as the

area.

speed for an A grade ; while the other two bo th said 50 words per
minute .

The B grade range was listed by the first teacher at 20 words

per minu te and th e o th er two listed 40 to 50 words per minute.

The C

grade speed range was listed at 18 words per minute by the first
teacher and the other two said 35 words per minut e.

Sp eed Requirements, Statistical Copy, Third Semester
During the third semester of typewriting, only on e responding
teacher (1 . 6 percent) indicated a grading crite ria for statistical
copy material on a five-minute timed writing.

This teacher sai d 45

50

words per minute wns ;m A grfldP; 4'2

word~;

]9 words per minute was a C grade•.

Sixty teachers (lJH.4 percent) did not

per minutl' was

<1

B grnde; ;mel

fill in this area.
A three-minute timed writing on statistical copy material during

the third semester was also answered by only one teacher (1.6 percent).
Sixty teachers (98.4 percent) did not fill in this area.

The one

tea cher said 30 words per minute was an A grade; 25 words per minute
was a B grade; and 20 words per minute was a C grade .

None of the 61 responding teachers filled in the area of a oneminute timed writing on statistical copy material during the third
semester of typewriting.

Speed Requirements, Statistical Copy, Fourth Semester
During the fourth semester, no teacher responded to the fiveminute timed writing area on statistical copy material .
The same teac her responding to the three-minute statistical

writing during the third semester was the only teacher who listed the
requirements for the fourth semester.

This teacher listed the same

speeds for fourth semester on a three-minute writing of statistical

copy material.

These speeds were 30 words per minute for an A grade,

25 words per minute for a B grade, and 20 words per minute for a C
grade .
None of the 61 responding teachers filled in the section of a
one-minute timed writing on statistical copy material during the
fourth semester .
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Accuracy Requirements, Statistical Copy. First Semester

Fifty-six teachers (91.8 percent) did not give an accur acy requirement for the five-minute timed writing on statistical copy material

during the first semester of typewriting .
listed their accuracy allowance.

Five teachers (8.2 percent)

One of the five teachers (1.6 percent)

listed 75 percent of alphabetical work as an accuracy requirement.

The

other four teachers listed 0 to 8 errors allowed for an A grade; 0 to
17 errors allowed for a B grade; and 0 to 25 errors allowed for a C
grade .
During the first semester of typewriting, only one teacher (1 . 6
percent) responded to the section of a three-minute accuracy requirement
for statistical copy material.

This teacher listed J er rors for an A

grade; 4 errors for a B grade; and 5 errors for a C grade.

Sixty

teachers (98 . 4 percent) did not respond to this section.
A one-minute accuracy requirement rate was also listed by only
one teacher (1. 6 percent) .

This teacher said one error \vas an A grade;

two errors was a B grade; and three errors would be a C grade.

Sixty

teachers (98.4 percent) did not answer this question.
Accuracy Requirements, Statistical Copy, Second Semester
Five teachers responded to the accuracy requirements on a fiveminute timed writing of statistical copy material during the second

semester (8 . 2 percent).
fill in this area.

Fifty-six teachers (91 . 8 percent) did not

These five teachers list 0 to 7 ""rors for an A

grade; 0 to 12 errors for a B grade; and 0 to 20 errors for a C grade.
During the second semester of typewriting, 58 responding teachers

(95.1 percent) did not fill out the section regarding a three-minute
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timed writing on statistical copy matrrial .
teachers (l1. 9 percent) indicat e d a n A

Responses from the three

gr~de

was given by one teacher

for two errors while the other two teachers allowed six errors for the
same grade.

A letter grade of B was given by the first teacher for

two errors, a second teacher said three errors and the third teacher
said six errors.

For a C grad e , the first teacher again said two

errors, and the other two teachers said six errors.
A one-minute timed writin g on statistical copy material is not
graded by 60 responding teachers (98.4 percent).

The one teacher who

did respond to the one-minute statistical accuracy requirement said no
errors were allowed for the A grade; one error for the B grade; and
two errors for the C grade.

Accuracy Requirements , Statistical Copy, Third Semester
During the third semester of typewriting, one teacher (1.6 percent)
responded to the five- minute timed writing accuracy requirements on
statistical copy material.

Sixty teachers (98 . 4 percent) did not

indicate an error allowance in this area.

The one teacher listed

seven or less errors for an A grade; 8 to 12 errors for a B grade; and
13 to 17 errors for a C grade.
The three-minute accuracy requirements on timed writings on
statistical copy material during the third semester was answered by
only one teacher (1 . 6 percent).
respond to this section.

Sixty teachers (98 . 4 percent) did not

The one teacher listed four errors as being

allowed for all three grades, the A, B, and C.
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None of the 61 responding teachers listed any error allowance for
th e one-minute timed writing on statistical copy material during the

third semester.

Accuracy Requirements, Statistical Copy, Fo urth Semester
During the fourth semester the accuracy requirements for a fiveminute timed writing on statistical copy material was not answered by

any of the 61 responding teachers.
A three-minute timed writing on statistical copy material was

filled in by one of the responding teachers (1.6 percent).

The teacher

listed an error allowance of three errors for all three grades, A, B,

and C.
None of the teachers filled in the one-minute error allowance on
statistical copy material for the fourth semester.

Percentage of Grade, First Semester

Alphabetical copy work is used as a grad ing standard by 47
teachers (77.0 percent) during the first semester of typewriting.
Fourteen teachers (23.0 percent) did not indicate that this was part
of their first semester grade .

Statistical copy work is not used by

47 of the responding teachers (77.0 percent), while 14 teachers (23 . 0
percent) do

~se

this as part of the first semesrer grade.

The percent-

age of the grade that is given for techniques during the first semes t er
of typewriting was answered by 50 of the teachers (82.0 percent).

One

of those teachers indicated that techniques are 100 percent of the
first semester grade .
that question.

Eleven teachers (18.0 percent) did not answer

Production work during the first semester is graded
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by 42 tea che rs (68.9 percent).

NinctP0n teachers (13.1 percent) do not

grade on this work during the rirsl

Sl'mc..•stL' r

of typC'wrlting.

Other

criteria are used by 24 teachers (39.3 percent) as grading standards .
Among the other work listed were written tests, attitude, preparation,

notebooks, and student ability.

Table 22 gives the percentage that the

teachers allow for the particular area during the first semester .

TABLE 22
PERCENTAGE OF GRADE GIVEN FOR ALPHABETICAL, STATISTICAL, TECHNIQUES,
PRODUCTION OR OTHER CRITERIA DURING THE FIRST SEMESTER

Res onses

Percentage

of Grade

Alphabetical

l - 9

Statistical

Techniques

Production

Other
J

3

10 - 19

8

5

J

20 - 29

18

6

10

30 - 39

10

13

17

8

8

40 - 49

8

6
4

50 - 59

6

15

60 - 69

2

4

Ot her *)'{

Total*

47

14

50

42

24

*Totals are only the number of teachers who responded to each section,
thus are not equal.

**Other:

The teacher listed 100 percent of the grade was techniques .
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Percentage of Grade, Second Semester
For the second semester grad in g period 38 teachers (62.3 percent)
answered the area of a grade for alphabetical copy work.

Twenty-three

teachers (37.7 percent) did not indica te a percentage of their grade
was given for alphabetica l copy work.

Statistical copy material is not

a part of the grad e for 47 re spondin g teachers (77.0 percent).

Four-

teen teachers (23.0 per cent) did indicate their grading range from 10 to
35 percent of the semester grade for statistical copy.

Techniques are

graded by 36 responding teach ers (59.0 percent) during the second
semester of typewritin g .
grade techniques.

Twenty-fiv e teachers (41.0 percent) do not

Production work is used as part of the second semester

grade by 43 teachers (70.5 percent) while 18 teac hers (29.5 percent) do
not us e production as a part of the second semester grading crite ria.

Other criteria is not considered by 40 of the respond ents (65.5 percent)
while 21 of the teachers (34.4 percent) consider other work as part of
the grade .

Among the othe r criteria that was listed by these teachers

were written tests, attitude, preparation, notebooks, student ability,

timed writings and working for other teach e rs.

Table 23 gives these

data for the second semester typewriting.

Percentage of Grade, Third Semester
During the third semester of typewriting six teachers (9.8 percent)
listed their grading standards for the four given areas, a lphabetical,
statistical, techniques, or production.

Three of these teachers indi-

cated a portion of the grade was considered for other work.
shows these data for the third semester.

Table 24

Among the other criteria listed

were tests, preparation, attitude, warm-up drills, and care of equipment.
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TABLE 23
PERCENTAGE OF GRADE GIVEN FOR ALPHABETICAL, STATISTICAL, TECHNIQUES.
PRODUCTION OR OTHER CRITERIA DURING THE SECOND SEMESTER

Res onses

Percentage

of Grade

Alph abetical

Statistical

Techniques

Production

10 - 19

6

9

1

20 - 29

14

16

8

30 - 39

8

4

12

40 - 49

5

5

11

50 - 59

3

6

60 - 69

2

3

1

Other

13

1

70 - 79
80 - 89
Total*

1
38

14

36

43

21

*Totals are only the number of teachers who responded to each section;
thus, they are not equal.
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TIIBLE 24
PERCENTAGES OF GRADE GIVEN FOR ALPHABETICAL, STATISTICAL, TECHNIQUES,
PRODUCTION OR OTHER CRITERIA DURING THE THIRD SEMESTER

Responses

Percentage

of Grade

Alphabetical

10 - 19

Statistical

Techniques

2

20 - 29

3

30 - 39

l

l

40 - 49

Production

Other

3
l

1

50 - 59
Other*.,{

Total*

6

3

6

*Totals are only the number of teachers who responded to each section;
thus, they are not equal.

**Other:

The teacher listed production at 80 percent of the grade.

Percentage of Grade, Fourth Semester
Two teachers (3.3 percent) responded to the section of grading
during the fourth semester of typewriting.

Alphabetical work was graded

at 15 percent of the work done by one teacher and 20 percent by the
other ,

Stat i stical work was only graded by one teacher and that was

10 percent of the grade .

Techniques were graded by both tea chers, 15

percent by one and 20 percent by the other.

Both teachers indi cated

that 50 percent of the grade was for production work , an d one teacher
gave 10 percent of the grade for other work, but did not list that
criteria.
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Comments for Improving Junior High School Typewriting
Five teachers of the required typewriting classes responded to
the section asking for co mments on improving junior high school programs.

Comments by 23 teachers of the elective classes were also recorded in
this section.

Two of the required class teachers indicated the class should not
be a required course as this caused too many discipline problems; but,

on e elective class teacher asked that all ninth grade s tudents be
required to take the class.

One teacher in the required class group

asked for smaller classes in th e eigh th grade; while another teacher
indicated a bett er text tha t offered one key per lesson would be an
improvement.
Two teachers said th a t typ ewritin g s hould be a successful expe rience

for the student and no honest effort should be failed.
Bett e r equipment, with a rot ation of typewriters was listed by
two elective class teachers, while five teachers requested that at
least some or all electric machines should be in the classrooms.

Two

teachers indicated that they wished their machines were kept in better
repair .
Four teachers asked for some type of interaction between junior
hi gh school typewriting teachers either on a statewide or a district

level so ideas could be exchanged and motivational materials could be
ga ined.

One tea cher indicated that lack of money prevented audio-

visual aids being purchased; and three teachers of elective classes

asked for better and more advanced materials for the faster students .
One teacher commented that the seventh and eighth gra de students
do not have the abilities of the ninth grade students and should be
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treated dif fe rently; whil e ano th er teacher said the students do not
have the r esponsibilities they should h ave .

One teacher commented

that bett e r counsel ing should be done so th a t s tudents know what to
expect in typewriting.

Thi s same teacher commented that the reading

abilities o f the students varied so muc h it was difficult to teach the
class as a whole .

Another teacher said enthusiasm on the teacher ' s

part will make the class interesting to all s tu dents.
Four teachers indi ca t ed tha t thi s was their first year of teaching
and the s tan da rd s and grading proced ure s we r e in a state of evo lution,

while another teacher s ugges t ed that junior high school students should
not be treated as if th ey we r e incapable of l earn ing, but to emphasize
techniques during the first semester.

Summar y of Findings

These fi n dings relate to the s tatus of junior hi gh school t y ping
programs in the state of Utah.

Among t he more important fi ndin gs this

su rvey has produ ce d is th e variation of spee d and accura c y requirements

in the junior high schools th r oughout th e state .
The amo unt of s peed required varied widely .

For instance, on a

five- minute \Vriting on alphabetical copy material durin g the first

semester, using 30 to 34 words per minut e as an example , three teachers
said that would be an A grade ; five teach e rs indicated it was a B grade ,
and one t eacher said that 'tvould be a C g rade.

On a three-minute timed

writing of alphabetical co py material using 25 to 29 words per minute as
an example, fou r teachers said it was an A grade , eleven t eachers

indicated it would be a B grade , and two teachers said tha t it would be
a C grade.

On a one- minut e timed writing of alphabetical copy ma terial
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during the first semester , 30 to 34 words per minute would be an A grade
for one teacher , a B grade for five teachers , and a C grade for fo ur
teachers .
On a five-minute writing of alphabet ical copy material, accuracy
standards ranged from no errors allowed to as high as 15 errors al lowed
and the same number of errors were allowed for an A, B, or C grade .
On a three-minute writing, nine teachers reported their standards were
two to three errors for an A g rad e, six teachers allow that number for

a B grade ; and six other teachers said that would be a C grade.
None of the teachers who reported that their typewriting class was
a required course graded on a five-minute writing on alphabetical copy

material during the first semester .

Three of those ten r equired - c lass

teachers do not use a three-minute writing on alphabetical material as

a grading criteria during th e first semester.

Finally, seven of the ten

required-class teachers do not use a one-minute writing on alphabetical
copy material during the first semester.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of thi s study was to determine the status of junior
high school typewriting programs in the state of Utah.

A specially

designed questionnaire was used as the survey instrument.

Specific

purposes for this study were:
1.

How man y semesters is typewriting taught?

2.

At what grade levels is typewriting taught?

3.

What is the average class size?

4.

Is the typewriting course an elective or a required subject?

5.

What book(s) is used in the cl ass?

6.

Are manual or electric machines used?

7.

What are the typewriter brand names and what percentage of
each kind is used?

8.

I s an individualized program used?

9.

Is the typewriting class taught as personal-use, pre-vocational
or vocational typing?

10.

What are the speed and accuracy requirements for each semester
or quarter regardin g :

ll.

(a)

Alphabetical copy

(b)

Statistical copy

(c)

Other

What percent of each semester grade is dependent upon the
following:
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12.

(a)

Alphabetical copy

(h)

St:1tlst i.c.:1l copy

(c)

Techniques

(d)

Production, if any

(e)

Other

Are there comments for improving the junior high school
typewriting programs?

The data were ga the red by a direct-mail survey of 80 junior high
sc hool teachers whose names were obtained from the 1976-77 copy of the
Directory of Utah Business and Office Education Personnel.

A total of

70 questionnaires was returned, constituting an 87.5 percent return.

Summary of Findings

The results of this survey are summarized as follows:
1.

Two semesters of typewriting are offered by over two- thirds

of the schools (68.9 percent).

The second most frequently occurring

offering was one semester (13.1 percent).

Six schools (9 . 8 percent)

had a third semester; and three schools (4.9 percent) had a fourth
semester of typewriting.
2.

Typewriting is generally offered in the eighth and ninth

grades by over one-half of the sc hool s (54 . 1 percent).

The cour se is

offered only in the ninth grade by the next largest group of schools,
15 (24 . 6 percent).

Five schools offer the course in all three grades,

the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades; while four schools (6.6 percen t )
offer the course to both seventh and eighth graders.
(4.9 percent) offer the course to only eighth graders.

Three schools
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3.

Twelve teachers (19 . 7 percent) reported their average class

size was 40 students; but there were 19 teachers (31.1 per cent) who
said their class s ize averaged from 39 to 42 s tudents.

An average of

35 to 38 students was reported by 16 t eache rs ( 26 .2 percent) and ten
teachers r epo rt ed havin g 27 t o 30 students per class (16 . 4 percent).
The smallest number of students per class was reported to be 25 stud ents
and the largest number of student s per class was 50 students.
4.

The majority of schools in Utah off er typewrit i ng as an

elec tive class as reported by 51 teachers (83.6 percent) ; while ten
teachers (16 . 4 percent) indicated the course is required in their
schools .
5.

Generally the Personal Typewriting for Jun i or High Schools ,

3rd edition , published by South-Western Pub li shing Company was the
most widely used book as reported by 30 teachers (49.2 percent).
Century 21, also published by Sou th- Hestern Publishing Co . , was the next
most used book as in di cated by 13 teachers (21 . 3 percent) .

Cycle 1 of

th e Cen tu ry 21 book was the t hird most widely used book as indicated by
nine teachers (14.8 percen t).

One textbook is used by 45 teachers

(73.8 percent) , and the us e of two t ext books in the class is reported
by t en teachers (16.4 percent).

Three teachers (4.9 percent) report

having three books in the room and another three t each e r s (4.9 percPnt)
s;:~ id

there were four or more t extboo ks in Llielr classrooms .

6.

Hanual machines a re in use in 42 junior high schools (69. 9

percent) while 16 teachers (26 . 2 percent) report they have use of both
electric and manual machines.

Only three teachers (4 . 9 perce nt)

r epo rt ed having all electric machines in their classrooms .

Twenty- one
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teachers (34.4 percent) have two brands of manuals in their classrooms;
while 20 teachers (32.8 percent) report having only one brand of manual
machine in the room .

Of the teachers who reported having a combinat ion

of both electric and manual machines, five (8.2 percent) indicated only
one brand for both types of machines.

Five teachers (8.2 percent)

reported having two brands; and another five teachers (8.2 percent)
indicated three brands of machines.

brands of machines in the room.

One teacher said there were four

Two teachers (3.3 percent) who have

all electric machines have one brand af typewriter, and the remaining
teacher reported two brands of electric machines.

7.

The Olympia typewriter is being used by 32 schools (52.5 per-

cent) and is used as a secondary machine in nine other schools (14.8 per-

cent) .

The Adler typewriter is the next most widely used machine as

reported by 14 teachers (22. 9 percent) and is a secondary brand of machine
in seven other schools (ll. 5 percent).

Royal typewriters are used in

nine schools (14.8 percent) and is a secondary machine in 12 other
schools (19. 7 percent) .

Olympia electric machines are used by two

schools (3.3 percent) as the primary machine and by five other schools
(8 . 2 percent) as a secondary typewriter.

The IBM Selectric typewriter

is a primary machine in one school (1 . 6 percent) and is used as a
secondary machine by seven other sc.hools (11. .5 percent).

Beth Royal and

Adler electric machines are used as secondary machines by two schools

(3.3 percent).
8.

An individualized typewriting program is not being used by

39 teachers (63.9 percent) while seven teachers (11.5 percent) report
they do use an Individualized Instruction Packet.

Seven other teachers
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(11.5 percent) indicated that a combination of group instruction and
some individualized program is being used for either fast or slow

students.
9.

Typewriting is generally taugh t as a personal-use course as

reported by 27 teache rs (44.3 percent) while a comb ination of personaluse and pre-vocational is used by 23 other teachers (37 . 7 percent).
The nine remaining teachers (14 .8 percent) reported using various
combinations a·f the three.

10.

Durin g th e first semester of typewriting, the speed of five-

minute writing ranged from a low of 20 words per minute to a high of
49 words per minute for an A grade; from a low of 15 words per minute
t o a high of 44 words per minute for a B grade; and from a low of 10
words per minute to a high of 34 words per minute for a C grade.

On a

thre e-minute writing on alphabetic copy material the speed for an A

grade ranged from a lm; of J 5 words per minute to a high of 60 words
per minute.

A B grade r anged from a low of 10 words per minute to a

high of 39 words per minute.

On the three-minute writing the C grade

ranged from a low of 15 words per minut e to a high of 34 words per
minute.

A one-minute writing on alphabetic copy material during the

first semester had a speed from 20 to 54 words per minute for an A
grade; a .low speed of 15 ;mrds per minate to a high of 44 words per
minute for a B grade; and a low of 10 words per minute to a high of
39 words per minute for a C grade .
11.

During the second semester of typewriting on a five-minut e

writing on alphabetic copy material the speed for an A grade ranged
from a low of 30 words per minute to a high of 64 words per minute; a
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range of 25 words per minute to

iJ

II igh of 54 words per minute for a

B grade; and a C grade was from 20 words per minute to a high of 49
words per minute.

A three-minute writing on alphabetic copy material

during the second semester had an A grade ranging from a low of 25 words
per minute to a high of 64 words per minute.

The B

gr~de

ranged from a

low of 15 words per minute to a high of 59 words per minu t e.

A C grade

ranged from a low of 10 words per minute to a high of 39 words per minute.
One minute writings that are given ranged from a low of 35 words per
minute to a high of 74 words per minute for an A grade; 20 words per
minute to a high of 59 words per minute for a B grade; and 20 words
per minute to a high of 59 words per minute for a C grade .
12.

The accuracy requirements during the first semester of type-

writing had a range of no errors allowed to ten errors for an A grade;

one error to a high of 14 errors for a B grade; and one error to 2l
errors for a C grade, for a five-minute alphabetical timed writing .
The three-minute writing ranged from no errors allowed to nine errors
for an A grade; no errors to 10 errors for a B grade; and no errors to

12 errors for a C grade.

A one-minute writing had an error allowance

from no errors to five errors for an A grade; no errors to five errors
for a B grade ; and no errors to seven errors for a C grade.

13 .

The accuracy

require~ents

for the second semeste r of typewriting

were given at one error to ten errors for an A grade on a five-minute
writing; one error to ten errors for a B grade; and one error to 11

errors for a C grade .

The three-minute writing of alphabetical copy

material had an error allowance of no errors to seven errors for an A
grade; no errors to seven errors for a B grade; and no errors to nine
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errors for a C grade.

A one-minule writing during the second semester

was listed by only five teachers who said the error allowance was from
a high of one error for an A grade; one to three errors for a B grade;
and one to five errors for a C grade.

14.

Statistical copy material is not widely used by the junior

high school teachers.

Five teachers listed a speed requirement on a

five-minute writing on statistical copy material during the first
semester .

These teachers listed 15 to 30 words per minute for an A

grade; 10 to 29 words per minute for a B grade; and 9 to 21 words per
minute for a C grade.

Three teachers recorded a speed requirement

for a three-minute writing on statistical copy material and listed 23
to 35 words per minute for an A grade; 20 to 30 words per minute for a
B grade ; and 13 to 25 words per minute for a C grade.

A one-minute

writing was listed by only three teachers for statistical copy .

The

A grade was listed at 30 to 40 words per minute; 24 to 30 words per minute
for a B grade; and 16 to 30 words per minute for the C grade .
15.

Second semester typewriting had only five teachers list

their requirements for a five-minute statistical copy writing .

The A

grade was given by these five teachers for 20 to 35 words per minute;
16 to 30 words per minute was listed as a B grade; and 12 to 15 words
per minute was a C grade.

A three-minute writing on statistical copy

material was also listed by only five teachers for the second semes ter.

The speed of 20 to 50 words per minute was listed as an A grade ; 18 to
40 words per minute was a B grade; and 14 to 35 words per minute was
listed as a C grade.

Three teachers listed a one- minute writing and

said that 24 to 50 words per minute was an A grade; 20 to 45 words per
minute was a B grade; and 18 t o 35 words per minute was a C grade.
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16.

Accuracy requirement s for statistical timed writing material

during the first semester were listed by only five teachers.

The e rror

allowance of no errors to eight errors was listed as an A grade; no
errors to 17 errors allowed for a B grade; and no errors to 25 errors

were given for a C grade.

For a three-min ute timed writing on statistical

copy work, only one teacher listed an accuracy requirement.

This was

three errors for an A grade; four errors for a B grade; and five
errors for a C grade .
teacher .

A one-minute writing was listed by only one

This teacher said one error was al lowed for an A grade; two

errors for a B grade; and three errors for a C grade .

17.

The accuracy requirements for statistical copy material

during a five- minute writing in the second semester were given by five
teachers.

The error allowance of no errors to seven errors was listed

as an A grade; no errors to 12 errors was given for a B grade; and no

errors to a high of 20 errors were allowed for a C grade .

Three teachers

listed the accuracy requirements for a three-minute writing during the
second semes ter of typewriting .
errors for a C grade.

These teachers allowed from one to six

A one-minute writing on statistical copy material

had only one teacher r espond to the accuracy requirement.

No errors

were allowed for an A grade ; one error for a B grade; and two errors

for a C grade for this writing.
18.

Uuring the first semester of typewriting the percentage of

the grade given for alphabetic work ranged from 10 to 60 percent of
the grade.

Statistical work ranged from five t o 25 percent of the grade.

Techniques were given 10 to 100 percent of the grade; while production
work was given for 10 to 65 percent of the grade.
to 25 percent of the first semester grading period.

Other work was five
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19.

Second semester grading period had the alphabetic work graded

from 10 to 65 percent of the grade; stat ist leal copy material was
graded from 10 to 35 percent of the gra de.

Techniques were graded from

10 to 59 percent of the grade; and production was 10 to 89 percent of
the grade.

Other criteria during rhe second semester was given for 10

to 50 percent of the grade.

Conclusions

1.

According to the data from the 61 responding teachers, two

semesters of typewriting is th e most common number of semesters type-

writing is offered at the junior high school level.
2.

Typewriting is generally offer ed in the eighth and ninth

grade classes.
3.

The average class size is gene rally 40 students, but some

schools have as many as 50 students per class.

4.

The majority of the schools in Utah offer typewriting as an

elective class.

5.

The book most used is the Personal Typewriting for Junior High

Schools, published by South-Western Publishing Company; while Century
21, either Cycle 1 or the complete edition, published by South-Western
Publishing Company is the next most popular book.
6.

Manual typewriting machines Mre used in most of the junior

high schools in Utah; with the Olympia machine being the most commonly
used brand of typewriter.

Fourteen schools have both manual and electric

machines in the room.

7.

Individualized programs are not being used in typewriting

programs except in a limited number of schools.
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8.

Typewriting in Utah junior high schools is generally being

taught as a personal-use course.
9.

Speed requirements for a five-minute, three-minute, and a one-

minute writing were extremely varied.

Some teachers used only a one-

minute timed writing, some used only a three-minute timed writing, and
some only a five-minute timed writing.

Other teachers use a combination

of one-minut e, three-minute, or five-minute timed writings, while some

teachers do not use any timed writings.

The requirements reported by

teachers teaching required classes were somewhat differen t from thos e
reported by teachers teaching elective classes.
10.
widely .
11.

Accuracy requirements for alphabetic copy material varied
No standards were exhibited in the reported data.
According to the data received, very few teachers use

statistical copy material as a grading standard.

Of the few that do

use statistical material, the grading standards are extremely varied.

Accuracy standards on statistical copy material were generally not used
as a grading criteria.
12.

According to the responding teachers, a percentage of the

fo ur given areas--alphabetic material, statistical materia l , techniques

and production-- were used as part of the grading system .
each of these arean

~eceived

The percentage

was also extremely varied.

Recommendations

The followin g recommendations were made on the basis of th e findings
and conclusions from this study:
1.

Typewriting should be offered for two semesters in the junior

high schools in Utah.
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2.

Typewriting should be offered to both eighth and ninth gr aders .

3.

The average class size should be limited Lo "pproximntely 40

students.
4.

Some electric typewriters should be in the class r oom to give

students experience on both types of machines.

Machines should be in

good repair .
5.

Speed requirements and accuracy requirements for timed writings

should be stand ardized throughout the junior high sc hools .
6.

Statistical copy material for grading for junior high schoo l

students is not necessary, but statistica l copy should be given to the
students .

7.

Some guidelines should be set for gradin g stand a rds for junior

high school typewriting teachers.
8.

Workshops, distri c t meetings, or some type of learning experi-

ences should be given yearly to junior high school typewriting t eachers
to help th em in their teac hin g.
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APPENIJIX I

Please fill in the blanks >~i th a chec:: M< rk or ans>ler any question that is
applicable to your teaching situation in your junior ~1igh school typewriting class .
l.

How many semesters of typewri tinr; 3re offered at your school?
two , _____three , _ _ _four,

2.

3.

Other (spP.cify) .

1;/hat grade lev el is typewriting offered in your school ?
_ _ _ _ _ _ (9) ,

State your average

cl~ss

size in typewritinr.

Is typewritinc at your school a required

5.

1

·/hich book do you use?

=
_

(?), _ _(8) ,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Other (specify).

4.

__
__
__
__

_ _one,

or an elective

class?

(If more than one , plee.se check each kind)

Century 21 (complete edition
5outh- 'Jestern Publishing Co.
Century 21 (Cycle 1)
South-· 'estern Publishing Co.
Century 21 (Cycle 2)
South- ' 'estern Fublishing Co,
20th Century Typing, 9th ed.
South - ' ·es tern >ublishing Co.
20th Century Typing, Dt h ed.
South- 1/estern fublishin[l Co.
Typing 300, Vol. l
Grere; Div. , licGr aw- Hill Book Co.
Typing 3001 Vol. 2
Greer; Div. , ricGraw- !fill Book Co.
Fersonnl Typinr for Junior Hi['h, 2 eel . Gregc IJiv. , LcG r aw- Hill Book Co.
fersonal Typi ng for Junior l!ic;h , 3 ed. South- ' :estern Publishing Co.
Personal Typing for Junior High , 2 ed. South- ' les tern Publishing Co .
Personal and Professional Typing
&outh - 1/es tern Publishing Co.
Other (specify)

6.

1·/hat type of machines do your students use?

?.

flease indicate the numbe r of machines of each type and the brand name of the
type«riters.
Manual

manual ,

electric ,

(number in room) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - brand(s)

Electric
(number in r oom) --------- ·----------- brand(s)

botl1
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F'

If so , plen!:~f.' ch~ck \oJhich type.

Do you use cu, individu.J.l ized prr:-·r"· '1' .

_ _ Do not use an individualized p-orram.

_ _Pr ogrammed Inst ruction

Individual i zed Instruction JCaclwts

Cther
(speci f y)

') .

Is your typC'wri tin(j c1ass _ _perG onal-use , _ _pre- voc.J.tional , __vocntion.:~_ l

Other
(specify)
10.

·"hat are your speed require.nents on alphabetic copy for each letter gr ade :
lPncth of writing
1st Semeste r

B

c

5'
3'
l'
Other

2nd Semester

5'
3'
1'
Otber

3rd !'emester

5'
3'
1'
Other

4th Semester

5'
3'
1'

Other
~1hat

are your accur.ccy r equirements on

1st Serr;ester

alpl1a ~1etic

5'
3'
1'
Other

2nd ;.,emester

5'
3'
1'
Other

3rd Semester

5'
3'
1'
( ther

copy for each let t er grade :

,
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a
4th Semester

c

~·
5'
l '

Other
':Ihat are your 2peed requirel"cnts for st tist ica1 copy f or each letter grade :
1st Semester

5'
3'
1'
Other

5'
3'

2nd Semester

1'
Other
~
-'

3rd Semester

·

3'
1'
L t_i1er

:, •

4th Cemeste r

3'
1'
Other
tlhat are your accuracy r equi rements for statistical copy f or each lette r gr ade :

1

1st Semester

5'
3'
1'
Other

2nd Semester

5'
3'
]'

Otl1er

5'

3rd Semester

?) '
1'

Othe r
4th .3e:.1ester

5'

3'
1'

Cther
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If other thAn Alphabetic or Statist:c:-,1 cory is used , please indicate what
copy is used and list your speed e>nd accuracy requirements.

lL

'.lhat percent of each semester grad e is rlepende nt upon the following:
t-.lphabetic

Copy

I;>Lal.i.:;lical
Copy

Techniques

Froduction.

Other

lst Semr,ster
2nd Semo<:>stPr

3rd Semester
4th Semester

Ple a se specify \·hat the '' Other " cri teri.:-1. is :

l2o

Please v;rite any comments you !1ave for irnrrovir.g junior high school
type>~ritir.g programs.

l3o

~Jhat additional comments wou]tl you t'~1·e to rr.3kt reg:ardine; .any of the above
t:_uestions , or any other aren of your ty pewriti>·g: classeso

-APPEND
- -lX
--IV

March 13, 1977

Dear -In February you we re sent a copy of a survey that asked you to
indicate the me thods by l"hich you grade your t yping· students. To
this date you r su r vey has not been r et urned.

Knol"ing that you are v e ry busy, and thi s probably slipped your mind ,
I am ask in g you to take f i ve mi nut es of your time and fill in the
enclosed s urvey.

It is most important that as many of these be

tabulated as possib le, a nd your cont ribution l"ill be most helpful.
A se l f - ad d ressed e nvelope i s enclosed fo r your convenience in
returning this survey to me. If yo u do no t t each a t ypewritin g class
in your junior high school, pl ease mark the box at the bottom of this
l et ter and return it to me.
Thank you for yo ur coo pera tion .

Si ncerely yours,

(Mrs.) Jane Frances Blair
Enc losure

I I

I do not t each a typewriting class .
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